Drive Safe Sedgwick media event kicks off safety campaign in Wichita

“Buckling up costs you nothing, not buckling up could cost you everything. Buckle up for every trip, every time,” said Chris Bortz, Assistant Bureau Chief of Transportation Safety. Bortz was one of many speakers at the Drive Safe Sedgwick safety campaign media event, which took place on Wednesday. Click here to learn more and watch a highlight video here.

Learn about the IKE Program

The KDOT intranet has been updated to include tools and resources that provide information on the delivery of the IKE Program. Project cost estimates, schedule, status and additional data can be accessed through an interactive dashboard on the updated site. This dashboard can sort and search through the projects by district, program category, work phase, programmed fiscal year and more. A list of PMC-led projects and the contact information for their respective project managers is also provided.

The IKE public website – kdotike.org – has a searchable map that includes information on all IKE projects.
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